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OBJECTIVES 
 
The MSU College Duck Tape® Mini-Competition team used objectives that were in line with the competition 
objectives.  These objectives were: 

• Build brand awareness for College Duck Tape® on campus 
• Communicate the fun and functional nature of the product 
• Target current students, but also incorporate alumni outreach where possible 

The team used six tactics to help promote awareness of College Duck Tape® and the tailgating event. These tactics were: 
• Conduct primary research 
• Use social media to gain audience interest in the tailgating event and College Duck Tape® 
• Create flyers to post around campus and the surrounding East Lansing area 
• Create DIY College Duck Tape® crafts to show the versatility of the product 
• Reach out to the community to promote College Duck Tape® and the tailgating event 
• Hold a tailgate to draw interest, along with free food and raffle prizes 

The team also set their own measurable goals for what they wanted to achieve throughout the campaign. The goals were: 
• Have 100 people attend the tailgate – the team was close to achieving this goal with 77 attendees 
• Reach 100 likes on the Facebook page – Achieved! The team had a total of 108 likes 
• Have 50 people take photos with the College Duck Tape® frames and signs – Achieved! The team had a total of 66 
• Receive at least four donations from local businesses for the raffle – Achieved! The team collected 14 raffle prizes 

worth a total of $185 
 
RESEARCH 
 
Prior to planning the campaign, the team created an online survey to research the current awareness and perceptions of 
Michigan State University designed College Duck Tape®. There were 39 total surveys completed, which were comprised of 
76.92 percent female participants and 23.08 percent male participants. Participants included current MSU students, alumni 
and fans. 

A majority of the surveys concluded that people use normal duct tape for functional uses around the house, such as to fix or 
repair household items, as well as to hang pictures and posters on walls. A few participants stated that they’ve used duct 
tape for costumes. Although most responses indicated that people use duct tape, only 48.72 percent of people have heard 
of MSU designed College Duck Tape®. Only seven people stated that they have purchased College Duck Tape®. 

Research showed that while people perceived College Duck Tape® as both fun and functional, more people considered it 
functional. There were 29 people who labeled College Duck Tape® as fun, pretty fun or very fun. There were 31 people who 
labeled College Duck Tape® as functional, a little functional or very functional. 

After analyzing the results, the team narrowed the focus of the tailgate event to show people how College Duck Tape® is not 
only a functional product, but it can also be fun and use creatively to make DIY crafts. 

 



SOCIAL MEDIA 
 
A Facebook community page was strategically used for The Spartan Duck Tape Tailgate.  As opposed to an event that users 
can turn off notifications and forget about, the page highlighted the College Duck Tape® Brand, MSU Football and elements 
of the tailgate that would get people excited to attend. 

The page was created approximately two weeks prior to the event and gained 108 likes, with a total post reach of 1,637 
users throughout the campaign.  Leading up to the event, the following details were posted: Campus map with location of 
tailgate, an awareness survey, featured raffle prizes, College Duck Tape® Craft examples, and MSU related content 
(Football, Homecoming).   The day of the event, multiple posts: reminded people of the tailgate, posted live pictures, 
counted down until kickoff, and updated fans with the final score.  Lastly, photos from the event were posted to an album 
the same afternoon, a follow up post thanked attendees later in the week and raffle winners were contacted. 

In addition to Facebook, the Spartan Duck Tape Tailgate was present on other platforms through the hashtag 
#MSUDuckTape on Twitter and Instagram, where students and alumni held College Duck Tape® posters and crafts, rooting 
for Michigan State. 

 
 
EVENT OUTLINE 
  
Although it’s always “a beautiful day for football” at Michigan State University, the MSU vs. Purdue game proved to be a 
tough day to hold a tailgate. But even with spurts of rain, a slight breeze and frigid temperatures, the Spartan Duck Tape 
Tailgate team managed to execute an impressive event, which drew in more than 77 people throughout the morning. 
Tailgating started four hours before kick-off, and the tailgate received lots of attention from Spartan students, fans and 
alumni. The team chose to set up their tent, tables and activities amongst some of the more spirited tailgates around 
campus, including the MSU Alumni Association, the Law and Business school and family tailgaters who can be found at 
almost every home game. This location was also a prime spot because most football attendees pass by this area on their 
commute to Spartan Stadium.  

Activities at the tailgate, which were free to all who stopped by, included a raffle supported by local businesses, MSU College 
Duck Tape® DIY crafts (including MSU College Duck Tape® bows and pennant flags) and food! Another activity at the event, 
which seemed to be the most popular, was free photos taken with our MSU Duck Tape picture frame. The frame was double-
sided, and individuals were able to take a picture in the Instagram themed side or the standard MSU College Duck Tape® 
side. The picture frames also featured both the Duck Brand® and PRSSA logos. The Spartan Duck Tape Tailgate was a 
major success and adhered to each of the Duck Brand® values – “Friendly, Fun, Helpful, Imaginative and Resourceful” – 
throughout the entirety of the event. 
 
 
CONCLUSION 	   
 
The MSU College Duck Tape Challenge team was impressed with their results.  They were able to reach a wide variety of 
students and alumni from their Facebook page and through the distribution of flyers around campus. With the generous 
donations of local businesses, the team hosted a successful tailgate event featuring a raffle, free food and Duck Tape 
activities.  Visitors enjoyed the DIY College Duck Tape® crafts along with their photos being taken in the custom-made MSU 
College Duck Tape® picture frame. The event was also covered in the Michigan State University PRSSA’s bi-weekly 
newsletter, ImPRessions, and their bi-monthly alumni newsletter. With all of these efforts, the team hopes that they have 
turned college students and alumni into MSU College Duck Tape® enthusiasts.  
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